
 

Pump-Up Bullet™ Foamer Pro, 3 Gallon
MODEL: AF 925008

OVERVIEW
The 3 Gallon Pump-Up Bullet™ Foamer Pro is a portable foam applicator for applying pre-diluted, foaming chemicals to any surface
as wet, clinging foam. This professional model features a heavy-duty hose, trigger gun, and extension wand and combines the many
advantages of foam cleaning with the familiar ease and portability of a typical pump-up sprayer. Use the compressed air "quick
charge" valve to eliminate pumping. The adjustable Bullet™ foam nozzle draws in atmospheric air to create a wet, clinging foam and
projects a wide pattern or narrow stream.

Key Features

Combines the advantages of foam application with the familiar
ease and portability of a pump-up sprayer 
Use the "quick charge" valve to pressurize with an air
compressor instead of pumping
Creates a wet, clinging foam that increases chemical contact
time and effectiveness
Foaming expands the chemical and reduces over-application by
providing visual assurance of coverage
Just fill the tank with ready-to-use chemical solution, pump it
up and foam!
Easy-grip trigger gun with locking latch and extended wand
Adjustable Bullet™ foam nozzle projects a wide fan pattern for
fast coverage or a narrow stream for increased range

Includes

Heavy-duty 3 gallon HDPE tank with UV inhibitor
Heavy-duty manual pump
Viton seals and O-Rings (EPDM available)
Pressure relief valve
Compressed air "quick charge" valve
Heavy-duty trigger gun and  6' discharge hose
Extended wand and adjustable Bullet™ nozzle

Options

Repair Kit
O Ring & Seal Repair Kit (Viton) # 709040
O Ring & Seal Repair Kit (EPDM) # 709040-E

Proportioning / Filling Options
1-Way Ball Valve Mixing Station (4 GPM) # 985100
1-Way Push Lever Mixing Station (4 GPM) # 981100

APPLICATIONS
Animal Facility Sanitation
Insecticides & Herbicides
Agriculture/Horticulture
Vehicle Wash
Food & Beverage
Hood & Vent
Janitorial/Sanitation
Pharm/Bio
School Hygiene
Supermarkets
And Many Other Applications!

REQUIREMENTS
RTU Chemical Solution
Temperature up to 120o F
Pressure up to 45 PSI


